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SUMMARY OF ISSUES 
2nd Quarter 2021 

 
COMMUNITY/TRANSPORTATION & GROWTH/ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: As Tampa 

struggles to keep up with our growing population, the community continues to face issues such as 
urbanization, transportation, and expansion.  Some of the community-inspired news topics this 
quarter included the completion of the Selmon Expressway extension, research on Florida’s 
invasive species, and Uber/Lyft’s rising prices.  A health advisory was issued for parts of 
Hillsborough County due to Red Tide.  Red Tide normally shows up towards the end of summer 
and occurs naturally, but environmentalists raised concerns about the 215 million gallons of 
contaminate water that was released into Tampa Bay from Piney Point earlier in the quarter. 
Seasonal ridership on the Crossbay Ferry has been so strong, it could begin running year-round.  
By the middle of June, tourism began picking up again in Tampa Bay, and a plan to expand toll-
roads across Florida was repealed by Governor Desantis. It would have extended the Suncoast 
Parkway in several directions, but environmental groups and business lobbyists fought against 
the project due to potential sprawl and damage to natural habitats. 
 

CRIME/JUSTICE/CRIMINAL COURTS:  WTVT continues to explore issues of crime in the 

Tampa Bay area.  FOX13 News provided viewers with detailed information on community issues, 
enforcement, and prevention.   Some story topics covered a human trafficking sting, a “protest” 
bill, and a bill meant to change policing rules.  In a tug-of-war between city council and Tampa 
Mayor, Jane Castro, they’re trying to decide who has the most power over the police 
department’s Citizen Review Board.  Florida Attorney General, Ashley Moody, uncovered a new 
scam involving a vaccination survey.  If you fill out the survey, crooks might be able to access 
your bank accounts or even steal your identity.  Ronnie O’Neal, who was accused of killing his 
girlfriend and his daughter, and trying to kill his 8 year old son was on trial in June.  The Riverview 
man defended himself during the trial phase and was found guilty after is son testified against 
him.  The city is currently waiting for his sentencing phase. 
 

ECONOMIC ISSUES: Economic pressures challenge cities across the nation and Tampa is no 

exception.  In the 2nd Quarter 2021, FOX13 News focused on Tampa’s budget, a truck driver 
shortage, and a booming real estate market.  The pandemic left many families unemployed.  Add 
to that the cost of a Covid-related funeral, and families already strapped for cash now face the 
impossible task of burying a loved one.  The federal government has stepped up to help.  News 
of the ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline raised fears of gas price hikes and a fuel 
shortage, but since Tampa, Orlando, Miami and Jacksonville are all served via barge, those cities 
were spared the long lines at the pump.  In June, the DEO started requiring people to report job 
searches in order to receive unemployment.  The new requirement caused difficulties and delays 
using Florida’s unemployment website.  People still receiving unemployment checks will stop 
receiving the extra $300 bonus money on the last Saturday in June.  The money could have 
continued until September, but business owners complained that the extra money was keeping 
people form looking for work.  On the last day of June, the nationwide moratorium for renters 
facing eviction is set to expire.  Leaders say that without those protections, a housing crisis is on 
the horizon. 
 

EDUCATION COVERAGE:  Quality education is a Florida priority affecting all levels. This 

quarter, WTVT’s FOX13 NEWS reported on school mask mandates, school safety improvements 
and the school budget.  Hillsborough County School district is facing a $140 million budget deficit 
and could fire about 100 teachers.  The board received a financial boost of $101 million in federal 
Covid relief money, but experts say the money is a short-term fix.  Governor Desantis signed a 
law that will make it easier for low income students to afford private schools.  The “Family 
Empowerment Scholarship” will allow low income families to receive taxpayer funded vouchers to 
be used toward private school tuition, tutors, or mentoring.  School districts across the US are 
preparing for what will be one of the largest kindergarten classes ever.  This comes as enrollment 
is rebounding following the pandemic.  Educators are also bracing for many kids to be less 
prepared than usual due to lower pre-school attendance rates.   
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HEALTH ISSUES: Health concerns for everyone from the youngest infants to the elderly are 

reported in FOX13 newscasts.  During the 2nd Quarter 2021, WTVT was still mainly focused on 
Covid-related news stories.  Covid 19 was found to take a toll on people not only physically, but 
also mentally.  Billions of Covid relief money was set aside to help struggling people get access to 
mental health resources.  The one-shot vaccine by Johnson and Johnson went on pause for a 
short time while experts studied six cases where people developed blood clots shortly after 
receiving the shot.  Once many of the elderly population became vaccinated, teens became the 
new focus for vaccinations.  In June, a new Alzheimer’s drug brought hope for families as the 
FDA approved the first new drug to treat the disease in nearly 20 years.  While Covid-19 has 
dominated health warnings for the past year, there was a disturbing trend in Florida concerning 
another kind of virus.  Florida leads the nation when it comes to new HIV cases, seeing twice as 
many as the entire country. 
 

MINORITY/DISABLED ISSUES:  FOX13’s coverage of minority and disability issues during the 

2nd Quarter 2021 included local charities and their efforts for the disabled, racism in the military 
and a controversial transgender bill.  A controversial measure to ban transgender athletes from 
girls’ sports passed and was signed by the governor.  Within an hour of the governor signing the 
new law, the Human rights Campaign, which is the country’s largest LGBTQ civil rights 
organization, announced plans to file a lawsuit.  Proponents of the bill argue that females should 
not have to compete against persons born male, but democrats argued that the bill does nothing 
to protect trans youth.  The NCAA warned that they’ll pull lucrative championship events from any 
state that passes this type of legislation.  Student debt is a big burden, and as it turns out, women 
have the biggest chunk of that burden, and gender pay gaps make it even worse.  A USF 
assistant basketball coach was fired for making inappropriate comments or “racially charged” 
remarks to players during practice.  In June, Mayor Jane Castor selected Barbara Tripp as the 
first ever female fire chief in Tampa. A local firehouse also made big news for having ten women 
on the force. 
 

POLITICAL ISSUES: During 2nd Quarter 2021, FOX13 News reported on medical marijuana, a 

vaping bill that raises lawful age to 21, and a bill for election reform.  In April, Florida Agriculture 
Commissioner, Nikki Fried, spoke out against a proposal that would limit the level of THC in 
medical marijuana and create a tax on patients who buy it.  In May, gambling opponents claimed 
the governor’s deal with the Seminole Tribe violates state and federal law.  In June, Governor 
Ron Desantis signed a bill banning Critical Race Theory from being taught in Florida schools.  On 
June 24th, first lady, Jill Biden, visited Tampa Bay.  She made an appearance at Amalie Arena as 
part of the administration’s push to get a greater number of young adults vaccinated.  While Jill 
Biden was visiting Tampa, Vice President, Kamala Harris headed to the US Mexico border.  
Finally, the framework for a $1.25 trillion infrastructure deal was put in place.  Democrats want to 
raise taxes on the wealthy to pay for it all while republicans are pushing back against the idea of 
raising taxes on corporations. 
            

PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES:  In this technologically advanced society, issues of public safety are 

often highlighted on FOX13 News.  Stories this quarter covered TSA travel prohibitions, 
Hillsborough’s new 9-1-1 texting system, and the harmful effects of “digital dumpsites.”  In 2019, 
legislation in Florida was passed requiring power companies to bury their power lines.  Teco 
crews are now working to keep your lights on during storms, but it can cost up to a million dollars 
a mile.  Doctors in Tampa Bay are seeing a spike in cases of RSV (Respiratory Syncytial Virus).  
It’s an infection that can lead to severe respiratory issues in toddlers and infants if left unchecked.  
June is the start of hurricane season.  The “Tampa Bay Network to End Hunger is making sure 
that people who can’t leave their homes have sufficient hurricane supplies.  Some USF 
researchers say that many Floridians are not prepared for a hurricane.  They found that while 
most have extra food, water and medicines, most do not have an evacuation plan. 
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YOUTH & ELDERLY ISSUES:  As technological advances increase our life spans and alter our 

lifestyles, society struggles with modern-day issues affecting our elderly and our youth. In 2nd 
Quarter 2021, FOX13 News focused on stories that highlighted teen eating disorders, pools and 
Covid safety, and underage drinking.  A new study shows alcohol distributers are making billions 
of dollars off children.  April was national literacy month, and many personal finance experts say 
the key to managing money is to start young.  Over the past year, Covid lockdowns have taken 
their tolls on social interaction, and nowhere is the concern more warranted than in the Autism 
community.  The Child Safety Alarm Act was signed into law in June.  Starting next January, all 
vehicles used by childcare facilities to transport children must be equipped with a reliable alarm 
system.  Finally, Fox’s Elizabeth Matthews reported on a recent breakthrough for Spin Bifida 
patients.   
 

OTHER:   In addition to the local stories mentioned herein, FOX13 News also covered national 

news stories and local stories that made national news.  The quarter began with the death of 
Prince Phillip.  Prince Phillip was two months short of his 100th birthday.  Another officer-involved 
shooting happened in Minnesota, just 10 miles from where Officer Derek Chauvin is on trial for 
the murder of George Floyd.  News of the shooting quickly spread and widespread protests 
ensued.  The one-shot vaccine from Johnson & Johnson was “paused” after 6 people, including 
one who died, developed blood clots.  Eight people were killed in Indiana when a former FedEx 
employee opened fire.  The gunman’s mother called police last year saying her son wanted to 
“commit suicide by cop,” but officials say they didn’t seek a red flag hearing because they didn’t 
have enough time under the law’s restrictive regulations.  The coronavirus in India set 
heartbreaking records leading in to May.  Officials said one million new cases were reported over 
three days.  The death toll surged past 200,000.  Hospitals and their staffs were pushed to the 
brink of exhaustion, and supplies were short.  Several countries, including the US shipped aid as 
quickly as possible.  In May, a ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline raised fears of gas 
price hikes and fuel shortages along the east coast.  In June, Attorney General Merrick Garland 
unveiled a new national strategy to combat the evolving and increasing threats of domestic 
terrorism.  Close to home, a condo building in Miami partially collapsed.  It’s a beachfront condo 
tower and at least five people were killed and search and rescue teams continued through the 
following days looking for survivors among the more than 100 missing.   
 
FOX13 News highlighted many different charitable programs during 2nd Quarter, including Masks 
and Meals, Wheels for Success and Habitat for Humanity.  On April 29th, FOX13 News highlights 
“The Hillsborough House of Hope.”  It’s a transition program for female inmates recently released 
from jail. 
 
FOX13 News routinely responds to community interests with regular news segments such as 
“What’s Right with Tampa Bay,” where FOX13 anchor Kelly Ring honors citizens excelling in 
community spirit, and “Money, Power and Politics,” which offers political guidance from news 
reporter, Craig Patrick. FOX13’s Charley Belcher roves the bay area showcasing interesting, fun 
and educational places to visit. FOX13 covers important medical issues through the Fox Medical 
Team and through regular visits from medical experts connected to premier hospitals and clinics 
in our area. “Extraordinary Ordinary” is a regular segment highlighting everyday people doing 
remarkable things that make the Tampa area a better place to live. “Made in Tampa Bay” 
showcases local businesses unique to our area, and Drone Zone features aerial videos showing 
unique places and people of Tampa Bay. 
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COMMUNITY/TRANSPORTATION & GROWTH ISSUES 
 

Title: Selmon Extension Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/19/21, 6p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The wait is over!  After three years of construction, the Selmon Expressway extension is finally 
open and carrying traffic non-stop between Brandon and St. Pete.  Authorities say it should save 
commuters up to 15 minutes.  Over the years, construction had been controversial, with 
neighbors who worried it would kill businesses underneath on Gandy.  The expressway authority 
says it listened and designed it higher above the neighborhood.  FOX13’s Lloyd Sowers reported. 
 

Title: Invasive Species Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/28/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
We all know Florida is “wild.”  We have dolphins and gators, manatees and panthers.  Florida 
also has a huge invasive species problem.  Every year, invasive species cause an estimated $1.4 
trillion in damage and control costs worldwide.  The US Fish and Wildlife service says Florida is 
home to more non-native animals than any other part of the country.   Fox’s Elina Shirazi 
reported. 
 

Title: Declining Seagrass Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Seagrasses are crucial for a healthy bay but researchers say they’re declining locally.  This could 
mean less food for marine wildlife and it could leave some coastal areas more at risk from the 
effects of climate change.  FOX13’s Tony Sadiku reported. 
 

Title: Tampa Orange for Gun Violence Aired within FOX13’s 10:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/4/21, 10p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Today is National Gun Violence Awareness Day.  It’s a time for people to come together and call 
attention to the country’s gun violence crisis.  Orange has been the defining color of the gun 
violence prevention movement, so today, Tampa is lighting up orange in support.  FOX13’s 
Catherine Hawley reported. 
 

Title: Red Tide Aired within FOX13’s 11:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/4/21, 11p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Red algae blooms have been detected in lower and middle Tampa Bay prompting officials to 
issue a health advisory for those parts of Hillsborough County.  The blooms are in the same area 
as the Piney Point spill and experts say it’s not a coincidence.  FOX13’s Cynthia Smoot reported. 
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Title: Uber Lyft Prices Up Aired within FOX13 News at Noon 

Date/Time: 6/11/21, 12:00p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Before the pandemic, a trip from Tampa to St. Petersburg would cost about $30 by car transport.  
Now fares can range depending on the day and time, but the Uber app says that to get from 
Tampa to Saint Petersburg, it will cost around $60.  On Lyft, a priority pick up was listed at more 
than $130.  This is all due to a huge influx of riders returning as we get back to a sense of 
normalcy, however, there’s just not enough drivers to keep up with demand.  FOX13’s Matthew 
McClellan reported. 
 

Title: Red Tide Worries Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/14/21, 6p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
As dead fish wash up onto parts of Tampa Bay, researchers are keeping an eye on a Red Tide 
bloom.  They’re watching this one closely because it’s happening earlier than usual.  Blooms 
usually don’t start popping up until the end of summer.  Red Tide occurs naturally, but 
environmentalists are raising concerns about the 215 million gallons of contaminated water 
released into Tampa Bay from Piney Point.  FOX13’s Cynthia Smoot reported. 
 

Title: Cross Bay Ferry Expansion Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Ridership on the seasonal “Crossbay Ferry” has been strong and could run year round.  Since 
2018, the ferry has operated from November to April.  If a new deal with the operator, HMS, is 
approved, year-round trips will happen by 2024.  The cities of Saint Pete and Tampa, as well as 
Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties, would all fund the year-round service, splitting the cost, and 
getting a share of the profits.  FOX13’s Mariah Harrison reported. 
 

Title: Visit Tampa Bay Record Numbers Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 7a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Tourism is definitely picking up again in Tampa Bay.  When people stay at hotels, a percentage of 
that goes right back into the local economy.  Florida is still missing some of its biggest assets, like 
cruises and international travelers, but according to “Visit Tampa Bay,” the region brought in more 
than four-million tourism tax dollars last month.  That’s the highest ever collected in the month of 
May.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: No More Toll Roads Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/25/21, 9a Segment Duration: 1:00 

Source: Local  

 
The plan to expand toll-roads across Florida is dead.  Governor Desantis signed a bill repealing 
that project.  It would have built a toll road between Collier and Polk counties.  It would have 
extended Florida’s turnpike to connect with the Suncoast Parkway.  It would also have extended 
the Suncoast Parkway from Citrus to the Florida-Georgia line.  Environmental groups and 
business lobbyists were against it from the start due to potential sprawl and damage to natural 
habitats.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
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CRIME AND THE COURTS 
 

Title: Operation Takedown Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
More than six dozen arrests in a human trafficking sting followed last weekend’s Wrestlemania 
Extravaganza.  It’s being dubbed “Operation Takedown,” and it rescued three victims from the 
grasp of human traffickers.  Those arrested included a local pastor and a high school girls’ 
basketball coach.  FOX13’s Jennifer Holton reported. 
 

Title: Protest Bill Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Lawmakers in Florida are one step closer to voting on a bill that would increase the penalties for 
violent protests.  Senate republicans blocked all attempts to amend the house version of the bill 
yesterday.  Critics say it’s too broad and could threaten peaceful protest.  Governor Desantis first 
pushed for the bill after the nationwide riots last summer.  The senate is expected to approve the 
bill as soon as this week.  FOX13’s Linda Hurtado reported. 
 

Title: Policing Changes Bill Aired within FOX13’s 11:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 11p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
In the wake of cases like Daunte Wright and George Floyd, lawmakers here in Florida are moving 
forward with a bi-partisan bill that would change law enforcement standards and training.  The 
proposal would limit the use of chokeholds and require officers to intervene if they witness other 
officers using excessive force.  Lawmakers are hoping the proposal will instill more trust between 
the community and police.  FOX13’s Chris Cato reported. 
 

Title: TPD Citizen’s Review Board Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 5/25/21, 5a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
It’s a tug-of-war in Tampa over the police department’s Citizen Review Board and proposed 
changes to how members are approved. Civil Rights groups have already weighed in.  The entire 
dust up has to do with who gets to appoint members to the board.  Should the majority come from 
the mayor and TPD or from city council?  FOX13’s Kellie Cowan reported. 
 

Title: Fatal Punch Plea Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/1/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Dyantie Neal had never met the man who walked up to him outside an Ybor City bar and threw a 
single punch that killed him.  Now, two years after the fatal blow, Justin Jasper is headed to 
prison.  The incident was all captured on video.  FOX13’s Gloria Gomez had the story. 
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Title: Local Teens Aired within FOX13 Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/2/10, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A local sheriff is furious after kids ambushed his deputies.  A 12 and a 14-year-old were involved 
in a chase and shooting with the officers for more than an hour before the deputies were forced to 
shoot back.  The 14-year-old is out of surgery and the 12-year-old, who was not shot, is being 
questioned by detectives.  FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein followed the story. 
 

Title: Survey Scams Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/11/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Florida Attorney General, Ashley Moody, is trying to get the word out about a new scam involving 
a vaccination survey.  Moody says scammers have been contacting people through email, text 
messages and phone calls, offering prize money if you complete a Covid 19 survey.  But, she 
says those surveys are fake, and beware!  If you fill out the survey, crooks might be able to 
access your bank accounts or even steal your identity.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: Stolen Military Firearms Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Hundreds of weapons intended for war have ended up on American streets, and some of them 
have been used in violent crimes.  Most of the weapons are assault rifles and handguns, but even 
grenade launchers and machine guns are missing.  All of them disappeared from various military 
bases and ships.  Experts believe the total number of missing firearms is much higher.  FOX13’s 
Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: O’Neal Trial Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 6a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Ronnie Junior was just 8 years-old when his father allegedly tried to kill him after murdering his 
mom and sister, and then setting their house on fire.  Should the prosecution call him to the 
stand, his father, who’s acting as his own defense attorney, would be able to cross examine him.  
On Monday, the judge laid out the ground rules for what Ronnie O’Neal may and may not say to 
his son if he testifies as expected.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: O’Neal Penalty Phase Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/23/21, 6p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The fate of Ronnie O’Neal is in the hands of the jury.  The Riverview man who murdered his 
girlfriend and daughter, and attempted to murder his son, now faces the death penalty.  O’Neal 
defended himself in his murder trial, but now, he’s getting some help from lawyers.  FOX13’s 
Gloria Gomez reported. 
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ECONOMIC ISSUES 
 

Title: Covid Funeral Costs Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/12/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
With one in five Americans fully vaccinated against Covid 19, it finally feels like we’re on the path 
to recovery.  Still, the Coronavirus was and continues to be a death sentence for hundreds of 
thousands of Americans.   This leaves families already strapped for cash the impossible task of 
burying a loved one.  Thankfully, the federal government is stepping in to help.  To be eligible, the 
death certificate must show the person’s death was attributed to Covid 19.  Applicants must be 
US citizens or US nationals, but the deceased does not.  FOX13’s Elizabeth Fry reported. 
 

Title: Truck Driver Shortage Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/14/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
When the pandemic first hit, there were shortages of supplies, mostly because people stockpiled, 
but also because there was a shortage of truck drivers.  According to the American Trucking 
Association, in 2019, they were short 60,000 drivers.  Experts say it’s taking longer and it’s more 
expensive for people to get their commercial driving licenses. But what it also means, is that there 
is opportunity for people who need work.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Real Estate Market Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/28/21, 6p Segment Duration: 1:00 

Source: Local  

 
Tampa Bay’s housing market is booming!  Homes are selling at a record pace, but it’s leaving 
many buyers frustrated after putting in multiple offers.  What’s the secret to the winning bid?  
FOX13’s Jennifer Holton spoke with a long-time realtor who shared his best tips for home buying 
in this hot market.  
 

Title: Gas Supply and Prices Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Up and down the east coast, we’re seeing long lines of cars waiting to fill up at gas stations. 
News of the ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline has raised fears of gas price hikes and a 
fuel shortage.  It’s happening in places like Georgia and North Carolina, but what about Florida?  
The problem is not product, it is delivery and Tampa receives water-borne shipments directly from 
the gulf coast.  Tampa, Orlando, Miami and Jacksonville are all served via barge and should not 
encounter problems at the pump.  FOX13’s Jennifer Holton reported. 
 

Title: Unemployment Issues Aired within FOX13’s 10:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/7/21, 10p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Anyone trying to use Florida’s unemployment website lately may have noticed it has become 
more difficult to claim their benefits.  This comes as new requirements have been added to the 
system.  Last week, the DEO started requiring people to report their job searches.  The site has 
been crashing, it’s difficult for folks to log in, and there’s no support when you call.  The holdup on 
payments is causing major problems for Floridians.  FOX13’s Kelly Ring reported. 
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Title: Grocery Prices Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 6/11/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Getting back to normal after the pandemic is being made more difficult by rising prices.  Uber and 
Lyft are charging nearly double pre-pandemic prices, and restaurants and grocery stores are also 
contending with higher prices and labor shortages.  Beef is up 20%.  Poultry and eggs are up 
10%.  While some restaurants were forced to close for a couple days a week because they 
couldn’t meet high demand, some business owners are turning to technology, like robots, to 
make the lives of wait staff easier, and even more profitable.  Fox’s Ashley Strohmer reported. 
 

Title: Car Prices Aired within FOX13 News at Noon 

Date/Time: 6/11/21, 12p Segment Duration: 1:00 

Source: Local  

 
It’s not just groceries; new car prices are seeing a surge.  They were up 1.6% last month.  That’s 
the largest one month increase in more than a decade.  A shortage on computer chips is causing 
automakers to limit production.  FOX13’s Matthew McClellan reported. 
 

Title: Unemployment Checks Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
People still receiving unemployment checks will stop receiving the extra $300 bonus money on 
Saturday.  Florida is one of nearly two dozen states that are choosing to end the extra benefits 
early.  The money could have continued until September, but business owners are complaining, 
alleging the extra money is keeping people from looking for work.  FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein 
reported. 
 

Title: Eviction Moratorium Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Millions of Americans owing rent face eviction as the nationwide moratorium is set to expire next 
week. Advocacy groups are demanding that the White House extend the policies, but officials say 
the programs were always intended to be temporary.  Leaders say that without those protections, 
a housing crisis is on the horizon.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
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EDUCATION ISSUES 
 

Title: School Mask Mandates Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
With the school year winding down, discussions are already swirling over what in-person learning 
should look like when students return in August.  Now, the state education commissioner is 
asking districts to put the power back into the hands of students and parents by eliminating mask 
mandates.  FOX13’s Linda Hurtado reported. 
 

Title: Bulletproof Doors Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A Tampa based company is working on a product aimed at saving lives in the event of another 
school shooting.  It’s a re-enforced door designed to withstand AR15 rounds.  In a worst-case 
scenario, it serves as a protective barrier between a classroom full of children and a would-be 
attacker.  There’s one drawback; cost.  They are between 20% and 30% more expensive than a 
standard door, but it’s a premium some would say is warranted.  The doors aren’t just for schools.  
The manufacturer says they’re a good fit for offices, hospitals and other buildings in need of 
additional security.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Teacher Firings Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/19/21, 6p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
About 100 Hillsborough County teachers could be facing the unemployment line.  They’re the first 
group of educators laid off by the district as it begins massive budget cuts.  The district is facing a 
$140 million budget deficit.  This is just the first round.  Superintendent Addison Davis says that 
about 1000 positions are being trimmed from the workforce.  A district spokesperson says more 
than 700 teachers will be given the chance to transfer.  FOX13’s Aaron Messmer reported. 
 

Title: Hillsborough School Budget Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A plan to fix the Hillsborough County school budget crisis and avoid a state takeover is now on its 
way to Tallahassee.  This comes one day after the board received a financial boost of $101 
million in federal Covid relief money.  Experts say the money is a short-term fix.  What can be 
done to make sure this budget crisis doesn’t happen again?  The district established a financial 
advisory committee made up of members of the community.  They will be tasked to look into 
potential revenue streams and cost-cutting measures.  FOX13’s Aaron Messmer reported. 
 

Title: Desantis School Choice Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Governor Desantis signed another new law today.  This one will make it easier for low income 
students to afford private schools.  The “Family Empowerment Scholarship” will allow low income 
families to receive taxpayer funded vouchers to be used toward private school tuition, tutors, or 
mentoring.  It also opens the door for students in foster care and give military members a chance 
to maximize their school choice options.  FOX13’s Linda Hurtado reported. 
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Title: Summer School Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/7/21, 5:00 News Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Starting today, the Hillsborough County School District is making face masks optional for students 
and staff, and it’s just in time for summer school.  A record number of students are expected to 
attend summer school this year, making up for the schooling they lost due to Covid lockdowns.  
FOX13’s Linda Hurtado reported. 
 

Title: Kindergarten Surge Aired within FOX13 Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
School districts across the US are preparing for what will be one of the largest kindergarten 
classes ever.  This comes as enrollment is rebounding following the pandemic.  Schools are 
preparing by hiring additional teachers to handle the influx of students.  Educators are also 
bracing for many kids to be less prepared than usual due to lower pre-school attendance rates.  
Many school districts are planning to take advantage of large amounts of federal relief money to 
prepare.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Hills School Spending Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
More than a dozen Hillsborough County schools are getting a series of upgrades this summer.  At 
the top of the list is new air conditioning units.  The funding is coming from a sales tax referendum 
that voters passed two years ago.  The district has an ambitious list of projects to complete this 
summer.  FOX13’s Aaron Mesmer reported. 
 

Title: Hillsborough Charter School Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 6/29/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The Hillsborough County school district is at risk of losing money from the state.  It’s all because 
of the school board’s decision to deny contract renewals for several charter schools.  The board 
has until today to explain its decision to the education commissioner.  FOX13’s Linda Hurtado 
reported.   
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HEALTH ISSUES: 
 

Title: Mental Health Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/12/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Covid 19 has been found to take a toll on people not only physically, but also mentally.  A new 
study finds one in three survivors have faced either neurological or mental health problems 
including anxiety and various mood disorders.  President Biden’s Covid relief bill is expected to 
address the growing concern, with billions set aside to help struggling people get access to 
mental health resources.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Vaccine Paused Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/14/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The “one shot” vaccine by Johnson and Johnson is paused for now.  Health officials 
recommended that the Johnson and Johnson vaccine be stopped temporarily.  Six people 
developed blood clots shortly after receiving the, including one woman who died.  FOX13’s 
Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Vaccinations vs Hospitalization Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/20/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Health experts and regulators tell us the Covid-19 vaccines are very effective at protecting people 
from being hospitalized or dying from Covid-19.  Tampa pediatrician, Doctor Robin Hauser, says 
she’s thankful she got the vaccine because she had a milder case of the virus.  FOX13’s Walter 
Allen reported. 
 

Title: Pfizer Vaccine Kids Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Covid vaccines for kids may have some parents feeling uneasy.  FOX13 News spoke with a local 
doctor about the science behind the shot.  Dr. Patricia Emmanuel, a pediatric and infectious 
disease specialist at TGH and a professor at USF Health discussed the safety concerns of this 
shot in kids as young as 12 years old.  FOX13’s Cynthia Smoot reported. 
 

Title: Teens Covid Aired within FOX13’s 6:00 News 

Date/Time:  6/7/21, 6p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Teens are the target group for the latest vaccine push by the CDC after a staggering study.   
According to the CDC, only 2 million teens, ages 12-17, have been fully vaccinated in the US.  
The agency is looking to change that after a study showed almost a third of hospitalized teens 
wound up in the ICU and 5% had to go on ventilators.  FOX13’s Kelly Ring Reported. 
 

Title: New Alzheimer’s Drug Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/8/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A new Alzheimer’s drug is bringing new hope for families this morning.  The FDA approved the 
first new drug to treat the disease in nearly 20 years.   Aduhelm works, but it’s somewhat 
controversial.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes spoke with medical advisor, Dr. Mike about the future of 
the drug. 
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Title: Mobile Mammograms Aired within FOX13 News at Noon 

Date/Time: 6/7/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
One in eight women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in their lifetime.  Early detection can be 
key.  Today, women in Hillsborough County can get a mammogram easier than ever.  Two 
organizations teamed up to save lives.  FOX13’s Elizabeth Fry reported. 
 

Title: Florida High HIV Cases Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
While Covid-19 has dominated health warnings for the past year, there’s a disturbing trend in 
Florida concerning another kind of virus.  Florida leads the nation when it comes to new HIV 
cases, seeing twice as many as the entire country.  The good news is, cases are trending 
downward overall, but Florida is still seeing 24 cases per 100,000 people, versus the rest of the 
country.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
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MINORITY & DISABILITY ISSUES 
 

Title: Transgender Bill Aired within FOX13’s News at Noon 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 12p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
After hours of debate last night, a controversial bill banning transgender female athletes from 
participating on girl’s and women’s teams has passed the Florida house, but it’s not a done deal 
yet.  FOX13’s Kellie Cowan reported. 
 

Title: Transgender Bill Passes Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/29/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
At the state capitol, a bill to ban transgender athletes from girls’ sports is now on its way to the 
governor’s desk.  It’s a bill that, up until yesterday, was almost dead in the water until republicans 
tacked a slightly altered version onto a popular charter school bill.  The controversial measure 
passed and is now on its way to the governor’s desk.  Democrats, meanwhile, argued that the 
amended version does nothing to protect trans youth.  The NCAA has warned that they’ll pull 
lucrative championship events from any state that passes this type of legislation.  FOX13’s Kellie 
Cowan reported. 
 

Title: Desantis Trans Bill Aired within FOX13 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/1/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The reaction to the passing of the Trans Bill was immediate.  Within an hour of the governor 
signing the new law, the Human Rights Campaign,” which is the country’s largest LGBTQ civil 
rights organization, announced plans to file a lawsuit.  FOX13’s Chris Cato reported. 
 

Title: Female Firefighters Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/14/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A local fire and rescue is in the spotlight for having ten women on the force.  They’re breaking 
barriers while battling fires.  FOX13’s Jennifer Holton chatted with three of the trailblazing women. 
 

Title: Racism in the Military Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
The US military is undergoing criticism over a lack of diversity and an increase in reports of 
discrimination.  The US military is now working to combat allegation of racism that many former 
service members say exists throughout the branches of the armed forces.  Fox’s Jackie Ibanez 
reported. 
 

Title: Female Grads Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 7a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Student debt is a big burden, totaling $1.7 trillion.  But it turns out, women have the biggest chunk 
of that price tag, and gender pay gaps make it even worse.  The study also found that black 
women hold more of the student debt burden than white women.  Civil rights leaders say the 
disparities put women and people of color on the brink of financial devastation.  FOX13’s Jennifer 
Epstein reported. 
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Title: USF Basketball Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 5a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A USF assistant basketball coach is no longer with the team after an outside investigation found 
that he made inappropriate comments or “racially charged” remarks to players during practice.  
The report detailed a team and coaching staff that is quite close with one another and often talked 
seriously about race issues, but a few times, the report found that coach “Tom Herrion” went too 
far.  FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Tampa First Female Fire Chief Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/25/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
No more “interim” for Tampa’s fire chief after today.  The city will make history this afternoon 
when Fire Chief Barbara Tripp will be sworn in as the department’s 22nd commander.  Tripp will 
be the first ever female fire chief in Tampa.  Mayor Jane Castor selected Tripp to serve as interim 
fire chief last November and recently appointed the Tampa native to lead the city’s fire rescue 
department permanently.  Tripp has been with the fire department for 23 years.  FOX13’s Jennifer 
Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Cal vs Florida Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/29/21, 6a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Lawmakers in California have announced a ban on taxpayer-funded travel to Florida.  It’s part of 
ongoing restrictions to states that California claims “discriminate” against the LGTBQ community.  
Governor Desantis says that the new law regarding transgender athletes “is not discriminatory 
because it ensures that women’s and girls’ sports remain fair.”  He’s disappointed that California 
lawmakers refuse to stand up for women and girls.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
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POLITICAL ISSUES 
 

Title: Nikki Fried Marijuana Card Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/15/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Florida Agriculture Commissioner, Nikki Fried, is speaking out against a proposal in the state 
legislature that would change medical marijuana laws and impact patients like herself.  If passed, 
it would limit the level of THC in medical marijuana and create a tax on patients who buy it.  
FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Medical Marijuana Bill Effectively Dead Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/20/21, 8a Segment Duration: 1:00 

Source: Local  

 
A controversial bill to cap the potency of medical marijuana is dead.  Florida lawmakers in the 
health committee met yesterday for the last time without discussing the measure, effectively 
letting the bill die.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: Vaping Bill Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 4/20/21, 6a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A vaping bill is headed to the full house for a vote.  The house measure would raise the age to 
smoke and vape to 21.  It would also create new state regulations for e-cigarette sales.  The bill’s 
sponsor says it will help the state enforce tobacco and vaping laws, but some health groups are 
against the measure.  They say it would prevent local governments from regulating marketing and 
sales.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: Election Reform Bill Aired within FOX13’s 10:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/30/21, 10p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Governor Desantis is set to sign a bill into law adding more restrictions to voting.  Some 
opponents and elections officials say it makes the process of getting out to vote tougher.  The 
changes range from absentee ballots to drop box boxes and more.  FOX13’s Briona Arradondo 
reported. 
 

Title: Gambling Pact Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 5/11/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
With Florida’s special legislative session less than a week away, gambling opponents are 
speaking out.  They claim the governor’s deal with the Seminole Tribe violates state and federal 
law.  The group called “No Casinos” is lobbying the legislature to reject the deal that would 
legalize sports betting in our state.  FOX13’s Craig Patrick reported. 
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Title: Critical Race Theory Aired within FOX13’s 11:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/22/21, 11p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Governor Ron Desantis signed a bill today banning “Critical Race Theory” from being taught in 
Florida schools.  The Florida Board of Education voted to approve the ban earlier this month.  
Supporters described it as a way of understanding how racism is believed to have shaped 
American society, legal systems and policies.  Opponents say teaching it denigrates the founding 
fathers and the history of the United States and creates division among races.  FOX13’s Chris 
Cato reported. 
 

Title: Jill Biden in Town Aired within FOX13 Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
First Lady, Jill Biden, came to Tampa Bay today.  She made an appearance at Amalie Arena as 
part of the administration’s push to get a greater number of young adults vaccinated.  The event 
is called “Shots on Ice.”  Fans will be able to get their shot, followed by some time on the ice to 
take shots on the net.  In Florida, fewer than one million 12-24 year olds have received at least 
one dose of the Covid vaccine.  That’s roughly a quarter of that age group.  FOX13’s Jennifer 
Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Harris Border Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Vice President Kamala Harris is heading to the US Mexico border tomorrow.  It follows weeks of 
criticism for not going earlier despite the president having tapped her to lead efforts to stem 
migration.  Fox’s Caroline Shively reported. 

 
Title: Infrastructure Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/10, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Lawmakers are set to present a bipartisan $1.25 trillion infrastructure deal to President Biden.  A 
group of 10 democrats and 11 republicans announced Wednesday that the framework for the bill 
is in place, but the specifics, like how it will all be paid for, still need to ironed-out.  Democrats 
want to raise taxes on the so called “wealthy” to pay for it all, while republicans are pushing back 
against the idea of raising taxes on corporations.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES 
 

Title: TSA Travel Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/7/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
With more people traveling this year, the TSA is seeing an unprecedented number of prohibited 
items in carry-on bags.  Knives of all sorts, brass knuckles, smoke grenades, stun guns and 
magazines for real guns have been found.  While some of the items are okay to take if you check 
your bags, none of them are allowed in the cabin.  The TSA advises consumers to call or visit 
their website if they have questions.  FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Hillsborough County 9-1-1 Texting Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/8/21, 4a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
For folks in Hillsborough County, there’s now another way to get help during an emergency.  The 
sheriff’s office is launching a “Text to 9-1-1” system.  Text to 9-1-1 isn’t meant to replace 
traditional 9-1-1 calls.  Instead, it’s designed to help those who are hearing impaired, have 
speech disability, or are in a situation where a phone call is too dangerous.  People can send an 
emergency text by simply texting 9-1-1.  Then, a dispatcher will reply and ask for more 
information.  FOX13’s Walter Allen reported. 
 

Title: Meals on Wheels Hurricane Kits Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/12/21, 6a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
People who can’t leave their homes could end up without food or supplies during a hurricane.  
Over the last year, the Tampa Bay Network to End Hunger provided meals to more than 10,000 
kids, families and seniors.  Now, the organization is making sure those people are prepared for 
hurricane season.  FOX13’s Catherine Hawley reported. 
 

Title: Buried Power Lines Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Teco crews are working to keep your lights on during storms by burying power lines underground.  
It comes after legislation in Florida was passed in 2019 requiring power companies to comply.  
It’s not a cheap project.  Burying power lines can cost up to a million dollars a mile.  On the other 
hand, some estimates say massive power outages like we saw with Hurricane Irma can cost a 
billion dollars a day in Florida, not to mention the health and safety risks.  FOX13’s Laura Moody 
reported. 
 

Title: Unruly Passengers Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/15/11, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Since January of this year, the FAA has received roughly 3000 reports of unruly passengers 
onboard planes.  It’s become a safety hazard, putting flight attendants and even other 
passengers in harm’s way.  The FAA is saying enough is enough and for those passengers who 
break the rules, it’s going to end up costing them.   
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Title: RSV Cases Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21/9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Doctors in Tampa Bay are urging parents to keep a close eye on their little ones after seeing a 
spike in cases of a common, but dangerous virus called Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV).  It’s 
an infection that can lead to severe respiratory issues in toddlers and infants if left unchecked.  As 
Covid restrictions relax, RSV has been on the rise.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
 

Title: Digital Dumpsites Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/16/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Digital dumpsites.  It’s a phrase you may not have heard before.  It’s a growing problem and it’s 
not only harming our ecosystem, it’s also endangering the health of children.  The warning comes 
from the United Nations Health Agency.  Of the more than 53 million tons of electronics produced 
worldwide in 2019, only 17.5% was recycled appropriately,  The WHO estimates nearly 13 million 
women are potentially exposing themselves and their unborn children to toxic residue, and more 
than 18 million children are reportedly at risk too.  FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Hurricane Ready? Aired within FOX13 Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/24/21, 9a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Some USF researchers say a lot of Floridians are not prepared for a hurricane.  They found that 
while most have extra food, water and medicines, most do not have an evacuation plan set, and 
that will lead to staying at their home.  FOX13’s Russell Rhodes reported. 
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YOUTH & ELDERLY ISSUES 
 

Title: Autism  Aired within FOX13’s 10:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/14/21, 10p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Over the past year, lockdowns and remote learning have weighed heavy on many parents.  
They’ve wondered how the lack of social interaction could take a toll on children, and nowhere is 
the concern more warranted than in the Autism community.  FOX13’s Kelly Ring reported. 
 

Title: Kids and Finances Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 4/28/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
April is national literacy month, and as it draws to a close, many personal finance experts say the 
key to managing money is to start young.  Survey after survey shows Americans don’t feel like 
they have the level of financial skill they need.  American teens are concerned about a general 
lack of understanding of how money, investing and the economy works.  “Junior Achievement” is 
the nation’s largest organization dedicated to giving young people the knowledge and skills they 
need to own their economic success and make smart academic and economic choices.  FOX13’s 
Sorbonni Banerjee reported. 
 

Title: Teen Eating Disorders Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 5/25/21, 4a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Another byproduct of the pandemic; new findings are revealing a link between the global crisis 
and eating disorders among teens.  According to the National Eating Disorder Association, 
there’s been a 50% spike in calls to its hotline since the start of the crisis.  More than a third of 
those patients are between 13 and 17 years old and roughly 36% are 18 to 24.  The combination 
of social confinement and the feeling of being powerless worsened eating habits and disorders.  
FOX13’s Jennifer Epstein reported. 
 

Title: Pool Covid Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 5/25/21, 6a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A heads up for parents now that summer break is almost here.  You may have questions about 
the health risks of all those swimming pools, but apparently, Covid shouldn’t be your biggest 
concern.  A new CDC report shows that during 2015 to 2019, more than 200 outbreaks were 
linked to pools, hot tubs and water playgrounds.  It mostly involved “Crypto,” a germ that causes 
severe stomach problems.  The study also found that chlorine and other pool chemicals don’t 
always work.  They say the germ can survive in properly treated water for more than seven days.  
So what about the risks of spreading Covid through the water?  Doctors say that risk is extremely 
low.  FOX13’s Laura Moody reported. 
 

Title: Underage Drinking Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/12/21, 6a Segment Duration: 1:00 

Source: Local  

 
There’s a troubling trend in underage drinking.  A new study shows alcohol distributers are 
making billions of dollars off children.  A report in the “Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs” 
found $17.5 billion of beer and liquor sales was consumed by US minors.  Most of that money 
went to Anheuser-Busch.  According to the CDC, underage drinking leads to 3500 deaths per 
year.  FOX13’s Elizabeth Fry reported. 
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Title: Child Safety Act Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/23/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
An Orlando’s boy’s death is spurring change statewide.  The “Child Safety Alarm Act” that was 
just signed into law is in response to the death of 3-year-old Myles Hill.  He died after being left in 
a hot daycare van for seven hours back in 2017.  Now, it should never happen again.  Governor 
Desantis signed the Child Safety Alarm Act into law.  Starting next January, all vehicles used by 
childcare facilities to transport children must be equipped with a reliable alarm system which 
prompts the driver to inspect the vehicle for children before exiting the vehicle.  Florida has the 
second highest number of deaths in the country of children dying in hot cars.  Fox’s Holly Bristow 
reported. 
 

Title: Fetoscopic Surgery Aired within FOX13’s 5:00 News 

Date/Time: 6/23/21, 5p Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
Spina Bifida can be a heartbreaking diagnosis for expectant parents, but now there’s a new 
procedure to treat babies while they are still in the womb.  Fox’s Elizabeth Matthews reported. 
 

Title: Excessive Screen Time Aired within FOX13’s Good Day Tampa Bay 

Date/Time: 6/23/21, 8a Segment Duration: 2:00 

Source: Local  

 
A new study suggests a link between screen time and weight gain in American pre-teens.  
Research published in pediatric obesity, based off a study of over 11,000 preteens, found that 
each hour spent with screens can lead to a higher body mass index in 9 and 10 year olds.  The 
study also shows that the weight gain is not just the result of sedentary behavior, but also the 
exposure to social media and unattainable body ideals, which can lead to overeating.  FOX13’s 
Laura Moody reported. 
 
 


